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Scrubs-in-a-Bucket® HVAC80™

Scrubs-In-A-Bucket works fast to remove embedded grime, 
grease and dirt while conditioning and softening hands 
at the same time. It was especially designed for HVACR 
and plumbing professionals for on the job hand cleaning 
needs. The effectiveness of pumice soap in a one-step, 
premoistened towel allows you to use Scrubs Hand Cleaner 
Towels anywhere, anyplace, anytime!

Great Wipes
Great Wipes Industrial Strength Hand Towels are waterless 
wipes made specifically for the air conditioning, refrigeration, 
and plumbing service technician. Each premoistened, 
heavy duty towel has strong pumice scrubbing power that 
conveniently cleans anywhere and anytime.

4366-24     30 count bucket
4366-87     80 count bucket

4185-75     75 count bucket

ClenHands Orange Smoothie, Orange Crush & 
Cherry Crush
ClenHands Orange Smoothie and Orange Crush are premium 
citrus-based hand cleaners that quickly dissolve all hard-to-
remove soils. ClenHands Orange Smoothie is a smooth non-
pumice formula while ClenHands Orange Crush is enhanced with 
fine-ground American pumice. Both citrus lotion hand cleaners 
are formulated with nine skin care ingredients. ClenHands 
Cherry Crush is a cherry-scented antimicrobial hand cleaner with 
pumice. Formulated with ten skin care ingredients plus lanolin. 
ClenHands Super Gel is a traditional petroleum-based gel hand 
cleaner. It emulsifies dirt, greases, oils, lubricants.

61201     Orange Crush with Pumice 1 gal
61202     Orange Smoothie Non Pumice 15 oz
61203     Orange Crush with Pumice 15 oz
61204     Cherry Crush with Pumice 15 oz
61205     ClenHands Super Gel 11 oz

Dragon Towels™

Dragon Towels are lint-free, extremely durable, heavy-duty 
disposable towel designed to help you on any job. Offering 
maximum absorbency, Dragon Towels are solvent resistant and 
can be used for any wet or dry application. With a 12” x 12.5” 
wingspan and electric blue color, Dragon Towels are a must 
have on your truck, in your shop or anywhere you need the 
toughest towel.

4162-01     100 count box
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